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Powerbank / Jump starter Lokithor JA302, 2500A, kompresor 10-150 PSI

Powerbank / Jump starter Lokithor JA302, 2500A, 10-150 PSI compressor
The Lokithor JA302 delivers 2500A of peak current to 12V vehicles, so it will start your car in seconds. It also acts as a powerbank, torch
and allows you to inflate tyres. It has a convenient handle for easy carrying and weighs 1.85kg, making it much lighter than lead-acid
starters and more environmentally friendly. 
 
Reliable on the move
The Lokithor JA302 starter allows you to start your vehicle with a peak current of 2,500 A. It is compatible with petrol engines up to 8.5
litres and diesel engines up to 6.5 litres. It will work well for cars and vans, motorbikes, trucks, boats, campers, etc. 
 
Allows you to inflate tyres
The Jump starter  can inflate tyres weighing up to 10 kg and can inflate up to 4-6 car  tyres on a full  charge.  What's  more,  the starter
automatically stops the inflation process and allows you to change BAR/PSI units. Thanks to its 3 types of needles, it will inflate not only
car tyres, but also those for scooters, bicycles, balls, etc. 
 
Even more functions
The Lokithor JA302 also functions as a torch - it generates a brightness of 300 lm and offers 3 modes: SOS, strobe and steady light. It is
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perfect for starting an engine or inflating tyres after dark to facilitate visibility. What's more, you can also use the device as a powerbank.
The USB3.0 port offers fast charging of smartphones, tablets, etc.
 
Sophisticated design
The product stands out for its carefully thought-out design, which eliminates vibrations during operation and uses advanced BMS power
management technology. In addition, it ensures stable and efficient operation. It also allows you to check whether the battery is faulty
and its level in volts. What's more, it remains in standby mode for up to 2–3 years. 
 
Included
starter
starting clamps
pumping cable
Pump tips
USB-C cable
storage bag
user manual
	Manufacturer
	Lokithor
	Model
	JA302
	Capacity 
	76 Wh
	Starting voltage
	12 V
	Starting current
	1200 A
	Peak current
	2500 A
	Engines
	8.5-litre petrol, 6.5-litre diesel
	Pressure range
	10 ~ 150 PSI
	Sensor accuracy
	±2 PSI
	Brightness
	300 Lumen
	Input
	USB-C 5V/3A, 9V/2A
	Output
	USB-A 5V/3A, 9V/2A
	Dimensions
	254 × 142 × 103 mm
	Weight
	1.85 kg
	Charging temperature
	0°C to +45°C
	Operating temperature
	-20 ℃ to +50 ℃
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	Storage temperature
	-20 ℃ to +50 ℃ Storage temperature
	Battery life
	1000 cycles
	Charging time
	4.5 to 8 h

Preço:

Antes: € 202.0029

Agora: € 190.99

Atividades e lazer, Acessórios Automóvel, Other
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